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Exciton-carrier scattering in gallium selenide
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Detailed investigation of the luminescence features due to the recombination of the exciton —free-
carrier process in GaSe is presented. This process shows a well-resolved luminescence line and it is an
efficient recombination process in this semiconductor, even at low temperatures. We report accurate
photoluminescence spectra measured at 2 K as a function of the excitation intensity, of the excitation en-

ergy, and of the lattice temperature from 2 to 200 K. To discriminate between the different kinds of free
carriers participating in exciton-carrier scattering in GaSe, we have computed the temperature depen-
dence of the scattering probability of the direct excitons with different carriers: direct electrons, indirect
electrons, and holes; we have found that the most probable exciton-carrier scattering process is that in-

volving the coexistence of direct electron and hole collisions. Line shape of the exciton-carrier scatter-
ing as a function of the carrier temperature has been calculated and fitted to the experimental lumines-
cence spectra from 2 to 200 K and a very good agreement is found. From the absorption spectra of
GaSe, we obtained a direct estimate of the excitonic polarizability.

I. INTRGDUCTIQN

In photoexcited semiconductors, the luminescence
spectra depend on the electron-hole (eh) pair density
(n, ). ' For low eh pair density (n, ((nM, where n~ is the
Mott density), the excitonic recombinations dominate the
spectra. At high eh pair density (n, ) nM), the formation
of an eh plasma produces characteristic recombination
bands. for intermediate eh pair density (n, & nM),
different features can be observed at energies lower than
the absorption edge. In this region, the interaction be-
tween excitons (x), electrons (e), and holes (h) become im-
portant. Consequently, inelastic scattering processes can
open different radiative recombination paths. Lumines-
cence from exciton-exciton (x-x) and exciton —free-carrier
(x-c) scattering processes have been observed in many
three-dimensional (3D) semiconductor compounds. '

In the last few years, the study of the x-c scattering
has aroused new interest in 2D semiconductors as III-V
quantum wells. In particular, in 2D systems the x -c in-
teraction is much more stronger than in 3D materials;
this is a consequence of the considerably weaker screen-
ing of the Coulomb interaction in 2D compared with
3D. Further, at present there is a debate on the irnpor-
tance of the x -c scattering process in quantum wells in
achieving the relaxation of the photoexcited carriers.

In GaSe, luminescence due to excitonic scattering has
been already observed. In particular, at low tempera-
ture, an emission line (XC) at about 4 meV below the
recombination of the direct exciton was attributed to the
inelastic x -c scattering . There are several open prob-
lems connected with this luminescence line.

(i) Supplementary detailed experimental data to sup-
port the interpretation of the XC line. In the literature,
some authors have proposed the excitonic molecule as
the origin for this line. '

(ii) Comparison with the experimental data about the
x -c scattering in the II-VI or III-V semiconductors
shows that in GaSe the x -c recombination process is a
particular one. In fact, the XC luminescence is a relative-
ly strong and narrow line and it is observed even at low
lattice temperatures (TL ).

(iii) Which kind of x -c scattering process occurs to ex-
plain this line is not clear yet. In fact, in GaSe the in-
direct conduction-band minimum at M point of the Bril-
louin zone is only 25 meV lower than the direct one at I
(Fig. 1). Experimentally, it was found that optical excita-
tion populates both minima. '" Thus, at eh densities
lower than the nM, exciton —free-carrier recombinations
will involve both conduction-band minima. In principle,
any direct or indirect carrier populating the band extre-
ma at I or M can interact with an exciton to originate
the XC emission line. '

In this paper, we try to settle these questions through a
detailed investigation of photoluminescence of GaSe at
intermediate excitation intensities (J) at which x -c
scattering processes are eKcient. We present photo-
luminescence (PL) spectra, measured at 2 K as a function
of J, of the excitation energy and of the lattice tempera-
tures from 2 to 200 K. We apply the theory of
Honerlage, Klingshirn, and Grun' to calculate the
scattering probability of the different x -c processes as a
function of the carrier temperature (T) and to compute
the associated line shape of the luminescence. We com-
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(o. =M) exciton having the center-of-mass momentum
K;%0, c (k) is a free carrier (c =e) or (c =h) with wave
vector k, , and Ace is the energy of the emitted photon.

We remark that the x -c scattering process (d) cannot
explain the XC recombination. In fact, in this case, due
to the energy conservation in the scattering, the energy of
the emitted photon should be at least 10 meV lower than
the energy of the direct exciton line (see the difference in
the excitonic binding energy for the direct and indirect
exciton given in Table I). Thus, to discuss the XC line we
consider only the (a), (b), and (c) processes which concern
only direct excitons in the initial state.

B. Exciton-carrier line shape

CTOR

FIG. 1. Simplified sketch of the highest valence band and
lowest conduction band of GaSe. The excitonic energies and
the width of the direct gap are taken from Refs. 11, 20, and 23.
Some excitonic-carrier scattering processes are also indicated
and discussed in details in the text.

pare the theoretical results with the experimental spectra
in the range of temperatures from 2 to 200 K. Prelimi-
nary results of this work were reported in Ref. 12.

The theoretical description of the x-c recombination
process is usually based on a second-order perturbation
picture. We use the formulation proposed by Honerlage,
Klingshirn, and Grun' which accounts for polaritonic
effects, the momentum dependence of scattering matrix
elements, and the thermal distribution of the excitons; it
is very similar to the formulations proposed by Benet a
la Guillaume, Debever, and Salvan' or by Haug and
Schmitt-Rink. '

In second-order perturbation theory and in the polari-
ton formalism, the x -c recombination decomposes into
two steps. ' First, an exciton with a translational mass
M scatters to a state with zero wave vector by interac-
tion with a free carrier of effective mass m, . Second, the
exciton recombines (i.e., the polariton escapes from the
crystal as a photon):

x (K, )+c(k;)~x (=0)+c(K;+k;)

II. THEORY ~fico+c(K;+k;) . (2.1a)

A. Different recombination processes

An exciton having a center-of-mass momentum K,.
different from zero can recombine radiatively only while
it is interacting with another particle or with the crystal
lattice. In addition to the direct radiative recombination
of electrons, one distinguishes mainly recombinations as-
sisted by optical phonons, by excitons, or by free carriers.
Due to the conservation of energy and momentum during
these recombination processes, the related luminescence
lines are shifted to lower (and sometimes also to higher)
energies.

As the XC line is observed very near to the spectral po-
sition of the direct exciton recombination, we study only
x-c scattering that involves a direct exciton as the final
excitonic state. We consider the following x -c scattering
processes (Fig. 1):

The energy conservation of the x -c process gives

g2~ 2 g2k 2 A' (k;+K;)
Eo+ +E + =Aco+E +2M„~ 2m, g 2m,

(2.1b)

where Eo is the exciton energy at K =0 and E is the en-

ergy gap. From Eq. (2.1b), one expects that the energy of
the emitted photon is lower than Eo. Moreover, since the
kinetic energy of x and c particles are thermally distribut-
ed, we also expect that the lineshape of the x-c recom-
bination will depend on the carrier temperature.

TABLE I. The parameters of GaSe used in the calculations.
Following Ref. 30, we accounted for the axiality of the crystal
(Ref. 20) also in the efFective masses (Ref. 29).

(a) x (K; )+e "(k, )~Rco+e "(K,+k, ),
(b) x "(K;)+e (k;)~A'co+eM(K;+k;),

(c) x "(K, )+h(k, ) Aco+h(K, . +k, ),
(d) x (K, )+e (k, )~Rco+e (K;+k, ),

where x ( K; ) represents a direct (cr = 1 ) or indirect

Exciton binding energy
Exciton translational mass
Exciton reduced mass
Electron mass
Hole mass

Direct
minimum

20 meV
0.44m 0
0.10m p

0.17m 0
0.27m 0

Indirect
minimum

30 meV
0.86m p

0.18m p

0.59m p
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The luminescence intensity I. (fico) as given by Honerlage, Klingshirn, and Grun' is proportional to the product

I. (%co) ~ P (A'co)F (Aco), (2.2)

where P(%co) is the probability that an exciton reaches a state of momentum iiiK=O through an x -c scattering process
(first step), and F(%co) is the probability that the polariton leaves the crystal as a photon (second step). In particular,
the expression for P (%co) is given by

P(fico)=4' g n n A A, f dKKlTf l exp —P +2 R K fi b (fico)

2M„2m,

with

2~%

k.T-,
1/2

I

triplet s excitons participate in optical transitions. ' Con-
sidering all the possible spin configurations for direct and
exchange scattering, in the same way as was done in Ref.
13, Eq. (2.5) reduces to

and

2~A
x k TM

(m, )' x'Ic'
b (fico)—:

AE
AK + iii(coo —co )
2mc

lT .
[

= lT l
+ lT"l + lT —T~l (2.6)

for x -e and x -h scattering. For exciton —indirect-
electron scattering the exchange term is zero due to the
fact that no exchange interaction is possible between the
direct electron (which forms the exciton) and the indirect
electron. Thus,

The sum g, runs over the contributions of I electrons,
M electrons, and holes to inelastic x -c scattering,
P—= I /kiiT, n„and n, are the densities of direct excitons
and the free carriers, fzcop=Ep. The matrix element Tf; is
defined through'

Tf, n(l, —1,+K, )
—= &fl vli ), (2.4)

where kf is the wave vector of the final state of the car-
rier. V is the scattering potential between the free car-
riers and the components of the exciton. Direct and ex-
change scattering takes place via the Coulomb interac-
tion, statically screened by the free carriers. The screen-
ing constant appearing in V is a function of n, ." Tf; is
separable in a sum over the contributions due to the
direct interaction between x and c (T ) and the contribu-
tions due to the exchange scattering between two homo-
polar particles (T"):

I T, l'= & T'~,S,—T"Sfi VI VI V2V2 V I V2 V2VI
V, V

(2.5)

where g is over the different spin configurations of the
initial and final states.

To apply Eq. (2.5) to GaSe we should consider the sym-
metry of this semiconductor. Due to its layered struc-
ture, the samples are usually thin plates with the c axis
normal to the platelet plane. Thus, the luminescence is
usually observed with light propagating in the c direc-
tion. The symmetry of GaSe is essentially determined by
the space group D3I, of a single layer, because the elec-
tron densities are highest within the layers and because
the interlayer interaction is small. ' The radiative inter-
band transitions at the I point of the Brillouin zone take
place between conduction- and valence-band states be-
longing to the representations I 8 and I 7 of the double
group D3&. Hence, for light propagating in the direction1

of the c axis, radiative I -I transitions are only partially
allowed through spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore, only

In our formalism P(fico) is independent of the exciton po-
larizability (y), while F(fico) refiects the polariton disper-
sion in the direction of observation; if we neglect reab-
sorption and surface effects, F (fico) is given by the photon
part of the polariton final wave function

[(c Ql /coo)+(co/coo)'j
F (fico) =

4c
I Q I co/coo

(1—co /co )

(1 co '/coo2) ~+—(4iry /Eocoo)
(2.8)

where Eo is the static dielectric constant and ClQl is given

by the polariton dispersion

c 2Qi 4m y /(Eocoo)=1+ (2.9)

f a(co)dco =
exciton

line

2~q A' f
mUn Ap

' (2.10)

where a is the absorption coefficient, q is the electronic
charge, U is the light speed in vacuum, and n is the real
part of the refraction index of the crystal.

Using the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation'

2
COLo

CP=F~ 2
=E~

coyo

(co~o+ b,cot~) 1+
coyo

(2.1 1)

solving for h~L~, and using the dielectric function of a

The quantity 2iry/Eo is approximated by the longitudinal
transverse split AcoL~ of the polariton. '

To obtain hcoL& we use the fact that the oscillator
strength of the excitonic transition per unit volume,

f /Qo, is given by'
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Ab ALT=4. 3 X 10 eV, (2.13)

which is a direct estimate of the excitonic polarizability
in GaSe. Note that no experimental data exist in the
literature.

C. Mass action law and exciton-carrier
scattering probabilities

Since the samples we used were nominally undoped, we
assume that the hole density is equal to the electron den-
sity. Hence, we write n, =n "+n, where n, is the total
photoexcited pair density and n or n is the pair densi-
ty in which the electron belongs to the I minimum or M
minimum of the conduction band. We assume intravalley
equilibrium, i.e., each band extremum has its own chemi-
cal potential, but all carriers have the same temperature
T. The densities of excitons (bound eh pairs, n„) and dis-
sociated eh pairs (n, ) are related by a mass action law, '

n =n, +n
3/2

,
( o), 2M pzb-n„=—, n, e

BTI x

(2.14)

(2.15)

where the excited x states have been neglected; o. denotes
I or M, p is the exciton reduced mass, and Eb the exci-
ton binding energy. The free hole density is
n& =n,"+n, . Due to the fact that the direct exciton
binding energy is 20 meV and the indirect exciton bind-
ing energy is 30 meV (Table I), the density of free carriers
in the M minimum is always smaller than the free-carrier
density in the direct minimum. We do not assume inter-
valley equilibrium; the ratio n "/n is a free parameter in
our calculations.

To determine which exciton-carrier recombination
process can explain the line XC, we computed in Fig. 2,
as a function of T and for a fixed total eh pair density, the
maximum of the recombination probability of x -c
scattering process [Eq. (2.3)] for the following four col-
lision processes: (a) direct exciton-direct electron (x-e ),
(b) direct exciton-indirect electron (x -e ), (c) direct
exciton-hole (xh), and (d) direct exciton-direct
electrons+holes (x-e +x-h). We remark that the pro-
cess x -e scattering can be neglected at all temperatures
because it has a very low probability (about two order of
magnitude) compared to that of the processes x -e and
x -h, in spite of the higher electron mass (see Table I) and
higher density of states at the M minimum of the conduc-
tion band. This is due to the fact that the larger contri-
bution to P(Ace) comes from the strongly probable ex-
change scattering' which is absent for the x -e collision
process. Moreover, the cross section of such a scattering
is small because of the wave-vector dependence of the

classical oscillator, we obtain

AcoLT= — cx co dc' .2mq A f c
Q Q &

exciton
line

(2.12)

Using the results of LeToullec et al. for a and c
=7.44 (Ref. 20), we have

L
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the maximum probabili-
ty Pl%co)F(fico) [see Eqs. (2.3) and (2.8)] of exciton-carrier
recombination in GaSe. It has been calculated for collision pro-
cesses between excitons and direct electron (xe"), exciton and
indirect electrons (x ), excitons and holes (xh), and excitons
and both direct electrons+ holes (xe +xh).

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The GaSe crystals investigated were grown by the
transport reaction method. Samples were selected on the
basis of their excitonic transmission spectra, measured at
a bath temperature of 2 K. The line width of the n =1
excitonic line ranged between 2 and 5 meV. In some
samples, the n =3 exciton peak can be observed. The
thickness of the crystal platelets was determined optically
from the interference fringes in the transmission spectra,
performed parallel to the c axis; it varied between 5 and
15 pm. The crystals were immersed in superAuid He, op-
tically excited by the frequency-doubled emission at 532
nm of a YAG:Nd laser (where YAG denotes yttrium
aluminum garnet). The excitation pulses had a duration
of about 90 ns and a repetition rate of 1 KHz. For the
excitation PL spectra (PLE), the samples were excited by
means of a dye laser (Rhodamine 6G pumped by line 532
nm of the YAG:Nd laser) whose pulses had a duration of
60 ns and a repetition rate of 75 Hz. The dye laser was
used as a variable monochromatic source, thus allowing
resonant excitation of the excitonic levels and of the
conduction-band free states.

The diameter of the illuminated spot on the samples

Coulomb interaction which decreases as (I/k, ) . In addi-
tion, the density of the indirect free carrier is smaller
than that of the I electrons. On the other hand, the pro-
cesses x-e" and x-h have comparable probabilities in
GaSe, particularly at low temperatures (below 25 K).
This suggests that the emission XC is indeed a superposi-
tion of x -e" and x -h recombination processes. In the fol-
lowing, we take this assumption to fit the XC line shape.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows PL spectra of a sample of GaSe mea-
sured at a temperature of 2 K and at different excitation
intensities. The emission line X at 587.5 nm is due to the
well-known recombination of the fundamental direct free
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measured about 70 pm. The emitted light was collected
from the front face of the sample in a direction forming
an angle of m/4 with respect to the c axis. A pin hole was
placed in the image plane of the collecting lens so that
only light coming from the excited volume was detected.
The luminescence was analyzed by a double spectrometer
(linear dispersion 5 A/mm) and detected by a photomul-
tiplier tube cooled at 253 K. The PL spectra were mea-
sured using a boxcar technique and recorded by means of
a multichannel system. The intensity J absorbed by the
sample was varied by a set of calibrated neutral-density
filters between 1 kW cm and 0.3 MW cm . The ab-
sorption coefficient of GaSe at 532 nm is about
10 cm r 20 Assuming a carrier life time of 0.1 ns, the
total e -h pair density created at the surface of the sample,
ranged from 3X10' cm to 8X10' cm . The Mott
transition of direct exciton is expected to occur for e -h
pair densities of about 10' cm

L„,(J)-L (J)' ' (4.1)

Thus, Lzc is proportional to (n„), in agreement with
theoretical predictions for an x -c scattering process' and
with previous experimental results for GaSe (Refs. 5 and
9) and ZnO. The X and XC lines become wider and
gradually shift to longer wavelengths when the carrier
density increases (see also Ref. 21).

The smallness of the polarizability in GaSe
(fihcoIT=4. 3X10 eV), for light propagating in the c
direction explains the narrowness of the x -c recombina-
tion line (Fig. 3). On the contrary, in the II-VI com-
pounds, the splitting Abco&z is larger than 1 meV. ' In
these compounds the luminescence lines due to the x-c
scattering processes are indeed larger than in GaSe and
not resolved from the free-exciton line even at low tem-
peratures.

At the lowest excitation intensities (J=3.7 kW cm ) a
weak structure appears at about 590 nm. This line was
attributed to the recombination of a direct exciton bound

100

exciton. This line is well resolved for laser intensities
lower than about 0.2 MWcm . At lower energies,
different structures due to the various scattering process-
es occurring in a dense exciton gas appear. ' In particu-
lar, the XC emission at 589 nm is attributed to excitonic
recombination assisted by an exciton-carrier scattering
process.

We discuss now several experimental results which
support this assignment. The integrated emission intensi-
ty of the XC line increases versus J, more rapidly than
that of the X line. In fact, for J lower than 0.3
MWcm, we found (see Fig. 4) that the integrated
luminescence intensities (L„,) of the line XC is related to
the intensity of the exciton line (L„)by

LLJ
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» I I I

590 595
WAVELENGTH (nm)

Lag

LaJ

LaJI—

LaJI—

FIG. 3. Luminescence spectra of a transport-grown sample
of GaSe (about 10 pm thick) immersed in a superAuid helium
bath at a temperature of 2 K and photoexcited by a frequency-
doubled YAG:Nd laser at 532 nm. For each spectrum the
diff'erent pump intensities in Wcrn are indicated (right-hand
side), as well as the relative scale factors for the luminescence
intensities (left-hand side). The labels have the following mean-
ing: X, direct free exciton; XC, exciton-carrier scattering; XX,
exciton-exciton scattering. Spectral resolution is 0.2 nm.

50 100

EXCITATION INTENSITY (kWcm ')

FIG. 4. Logarithmic plots of the integrated luminescence in-
tensity (L) of the direct free exciton line (X) and of the exciton-
carrier recombination (XC) versus pump intensity (J). Continu-
ous lines are least-square fits of the experimental intensities
(dots) to the single power law L —J'. The exponent s is 2.0 for
the XC line and 1.3 for the X luminescence.
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FIG. 5. Luminescence excitation spectra of the line XC at
589 nm of the same sample of GaSe as in Fig. 3, measured at the
He-bath temperature of 2 K and photoexcited by a dye laser
(rhodamine 6 G), pumped by a frequency-doubled YAG laser at
75 Hz. For each spectrum the different excitation intensities in
kWcm are indicated (left-hand side), as well as the relative
scale factors of the luminescence intensities (right-hand side).
The arrows indicate the spectral position of the two lowest
direct excitonic levels (X, and X2), as well as that of the XC
emission. For the meaning of the CX structure, see the text.
Light was collected from the front face of the crystal. Spectral
resolution is of 0.2 nm.

to an impurity donor level and it saturates at J of about
50 kW cm . The broad band (XX) that appears at wave-
lengths longer than 590 nm is structured at the lowest
laser intensities. This band is due to the overlapping
emission coming from direct as well as indirect exciton-
exciton scattering processes, whose recombination ener-
gies are reported in Ref. 9.

For J larger than 0.2 MW cm the XC emission grad-
ually dominates the PL spectra. Moreover, the X line
broadens and appears as a shoulder on the high-energy
side of the XC emission. In this range of J, the spectral
position of the X and XC lines are nearly independent of
J. As J is further raised, when the complete ionization of
the excitons occurs [Mott transition of direct excitons
occurs for an eh pair density of about 10' cm (Ref.
21)] the XC line is replaced by a broad band due to the
direct e-h plasma. Moreover, the intensity of the XX
band decreases with respect to that of the lines X and XC,
and it is replaced by the indirect e -h plasma which con-
tains M electrons and I holes. "

Figure 5 shows PLE spectra of the emission XC detect-
ed at 589 nm for the same sample of Fig. 1, measured at
TL =2 K and for several excitation intensities. We ob-

AQ7 =EO + E'f ci (4.2)

which is larger than Eo of the amount (Ef —E,. )=4 me&.
Indeed, the spectra position of the CX structure is sym-
metric to the line XC with respect to the excitonic emis-
sion line supporting our model.

Figure 6 shows a series of PL spectra measured at vari-
ous temperatures and at a constant laser intensity of 65
kWcm (corresponding to a total e-h pair density of
about 2 X 10' cm ). This figure gives further support to
the interpretation of the XC line. In fact, the exciton-
carrier scattering process becomes progressively more
probable when the carrier temperature and thus their
density n, increases [see Eq. (2.3)]. On the other hand, n,
decreases as a function of TL because of the thermal ion-
ization of the excitons. Since the probability of the x-c
scattering process is proportional to n n„we expect a
temperature dependence of the XC intensity which at first
increases and then decreases by raising the crystal tem-
perature. This behavior is indeed observed in Fig. 6 and
it is qualitatively in agreement with the theoretical pre-
diction shown in Fig. 2.

For TL below about 40 K, the two lines X and XC are
resolved, depending on the excitation intensity, and their
spectral position does not change. We note that at the
lowest temperatures the energy difference between the X
and XC lines should tend to zero since the free-carrier
wave vector, which is proportional to the kinetic energy

serve that the intensity of the PLE spectra of this line in-
creases resonantly with the lowest direct free-exciton
states x, at 587.7 nm and x2 at 583.5 nm. In other
words, when the exciton levels are resonantly excited,
there is a direct contribution from these states to the XC
emission. The same occurs when the states of the con-
duction band are selectively excitated. We observe that
the photogenerated electrons in the conduction band con-
tribute to the emission XC with an efficiency comparable
to that of the excitonic states. When J increases, the ex-
citon resonances broaden and become less and less
resolved (as happens in the spectra of Fig. 3), tending
progressively to disappear. For J higher than 0.4
MW cm, the PLE spectra become Aat; this is due to the
lowering of the conduction band and to the consequent
disappearing of the exciton states, indicating that the
Mott transition of the direct excitons has occurred. '

At 586.5 nm there is another structure (CX) which is

about 4 meV from the X line. Its intensity increases
versus J more rapidly than that of the X resonance and it
is practically absent at low excitation intensities. This be-
havior is a further support to the interpretation of the XC
line as being due to the x-c recombination process. In
fact, we think that the reverse of the x -c scattering pro-

, cess is occurring. An exciton virtually absorbs a photon
whose energy Ace is larger than that of the excitonic state
at K=O. The collision with an electron of energy E; and
wave vector k; permits the exciton to lose some energy
and to gain a nonzero wave vector. At the same time, the
electron scatters to a state having energy cf and wave
vector kf. The energy conservation implies that the pho-
ton involved in this process has an energy
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fact, in such a case its integrated intensity should increase
quadratically versus the emission intensity of the X line,
because the probability of formation of biexcitons is pro-
portional to n„. ' On the contrary, we found the depen-
dence shown in Eq. (4.1), which is typical of an x-c
recombination process. ' Furthermore, in two beam ex-
periments, no induced absorption structure (giant absorp
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FIG. 6. Luminescence spectra of a transport-grown sample
of GaSe (about 5 pm thick), measured at different lattice tem-
peratures. The sample was photoexcited by the frequency-
doubled YAG:Nd laser at a pump intensity of 65 kW cm ', cor-
responding to a total eh pair density of 2X 10' cm ', calculated
by assuming an e-h recombination time of 0.1 ns (Ref. 22) and
an absorption coefticient of 10' cm ' (Ref. 20). Spectral resolu-
tion is 0.2 nm. The labels have the same meaning as those in
Fig. 3.
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and hence to the electron-gas temperature, vanishes.
This discrepancy between theoretical expectation and ex-
perimental data is explained below. For Tz higher than
40 K, the X and XC lines merge in a single band that
shifts to lower energies because of the thermal reduction
of the energy gap.

For completeness, we mention that the interpretation
of the XC line as due to the radiative recombination of a
phonon replica is not possible because an optical phonon
of 4 meV, which should assist the transition, are not
known in GaSe. Moreover, the J dependence of the XC
line should, in this case, be equal to that of the X line, be-
cause the probability of this process is proportional to n, .

The line XC was attributed by some authors to the
recombination of excitonic molecules. ' This interpreta-
tion cannot be supported by the presence of this line in
PL spectra measured at high temperatures (up to 300 K).
In fact, the biexciton binding energy in CzaSe is about 2
meV (Ref. 24) and, thus, the excitonic molecule would
thermally dissociate even at low temperatures. Qn the
contrary, we observed an increase of the XC line intensity
when T grows up to 80 K (Fig. 6). Moreover, the J
dependence of the luminescence intensity of the XC emis-
sion is also in disagreement with this interpretation. In
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FIG. 7. Luminescence spectra (thin curve) of a sample of
GaSe (the same as in Fig. 6) measured at various lattice temper-
atures (TL ) under the same experimental conditions as described
in the caption of Fig. 3. The sample was photoexcited by a laser
intensity of 65 kWcm, which corresponds to a total e-h pair
density (n, ) of 2 X 10' crn . The thick curve is the calculated
luminescence spectrum, which is the sum of the direct exciton
line X (chain curve) and exciton-free carrier XC recombination
(dashed curve). The calculated exciton line is a Lorentzian
whose peak position and line width, deduced from experimental
spectra, are reported in Table II. The line shape of the
exciton —free-carrier (direct electrons and holes) recombination
were calculated following Ref. 13 and Eq. (2.2) and using the
crystal parameters of the Table I. The remaining common input
parameters to fit the XC line shape are the exciton-polariton
factor =4.3 X 10 ' eV (see Sec. II B) and the ratio R of direct to
indirect electron density n /n =2 (Ref. 11). The free parame-
ters particular for each spectrum are the carrier temperature T
and the relative intensity (E) of the XC line with respect to that
of the exciton (see Table II). The relative sensitivity factors for
the luminescence intensity are indicated on the left-hand side of
each spectrum. Spectral resolution is 0.2 nm.
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tion) was observed for J lower than that of the Mott tran-
sition, apart from the usual excitonic absorption.

To calculate the line shape for the exciton-carrier
scattering process [Eq. (2.2)], we used the crystal parame-
ters of Table I. Here, the values of carrier masses, ob-
tained from the tensor components of the e6'ective
density-of-states masses of GaSe, have been averaged
(dielectric average), as was proposed in Ref. 30, to include
the dielectric anisotropy. This average is appropriate for
anisotropic crystals. The excitonic Rydberg and Bohr ra-
dius have been also calculated using the averaged dielec-
tric masses of Table I, the components of static dielectric
constant, and the anisotropy factor of GaSe. The
remaining input parameters to fit the luminescence line
shape of the x -c scattering process are the following: (a)
the total e-h pair density n„(b) 'the density ratio R be-
tween direct and indirect electrons; (c) the carrier tem-
perature T.

We found that n, influences the intensity and only
weakly the line shapes of the x-c recombination process
(this is true for a nondegenerate limit). One has to in-
crease n, by several orders of magnitude to shift this line
and broaden its linewidth by a few percent. For n, we
used the values deduced from the experimental excitation
intensity, obtained in the usual way from the absorption
coefficient and lifetime of the eh pairs. The parameter
R scarcely influences the linewidth and spectral position
of the calculated x-c emission, because the line shape of
x -e and x -h processes are quite similar. We have taken
R =2 using the results obtained in Ref. 11 for the direct
and indirect electron densities in the corresponding mini-
ma of the conduction band, which we assume are not in
thermal equilibrium. "' The carrier temperature is the
free parameter to fit the x -c line shape. We remark that
the x -c line shape is very sensitive to the carrier ternpera-
ture. By increasing T, even a few degrees, a noticeable
broadening of the XC linewidth and a redshift of its rnax-
imum is observed.

In Fig. 7, we compare a series of PL spectra, measured
at various TL with the line shapes obtained from the
coexistence of x-e and x-h scattering processes. A
Lorentzian line shape (chain curve at higher energy) has
also been included in the calculation to fit the excitonic

line. The energy of its maximum Eo and that of the
linewidth are deduced from the experimental spectra (see
Table II). The relative intensity of the x-c line shape
(dashed curve at lower energy), with respect to that of the
exciton line, was introduced as parameter to sum the line
shapes of the two features. The results of the fit (thick
curve) are quite good if we consider the approximations
introduced in the model. ' We remark that the strong
low-energy tail of the exciton Lorentzian line prevents
(mainly at low temperatures) fitting of the experimental
PL spectra between the two lines. Further, the low-

energy tail cannot fit the experimental data because of the
presence of the XX luminescence band, whose contribu-
tion is more important at low temperatures (below 100
K). In fact, by increasing the temperature, the probabili-
ty of the x -x scattering decreases because of the exciton
ionization and thus the intensity of the XX emission
bleaches.

From the fits of Fig. 7 we got carrier temperatures (see
Table II) that are in agreement with the estimate ob-
tained from the high-energy tail of the exciton line. At
low crystal temperature, the T values obtained from the
line-shape analysis [see spectra (a) and (b)] are higher
than TL. This is in agreement with the results of Ref. 9
and with the temperature deduced from the redshift of
the X line as a function of the carrier density, measured
at TI =2 K. ' This lack of thermalization between excit-
ed carriers and crystal lattice is due to two reasons: (i)
the laser energy (2.33 ev) is much higher than the bottom
of the GaSe conduction band (2.13 eV), (ii) the short exci-
ton lifetime [about 0.1 ns (Ref. 22)] prevents an efficient
thermalization between the excited carriers and crystal
lattice. For temperatures higher than 20 K, the values of
T obtained from the fit coincide with the lattice tempera-
ture because the phonon density as well as the probability
of the phonon-carrier scattering increases with TL,' this
fact facilitates the thermal equilibrium between lattice
and photoexcited particles.

We remark that the theory of Honerlage, Klingshirn,
and Grun' has been formulated for the nondegenerate
case in which Maxwell-Boltzman distribution is a good
approximation for bound and free eh pairs. Our PL spec-
tra, for T =20 K and n, =2X10' cm, are still a good

TABLE II. Parameters obtained from the line-shape analysis of the luminescence spectra of Fig. 6.
T& is the crystal temperature, Eo is the experimental spectral position of the peak of the exciton line, T
is the carrier temperature, F is the ratio of the intensity of the XC line relative to that of the X line, n, is
the total electron-hole pair density, and R is the density ratio of direct electrons to indirect ones.

Spectrum

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

2
11
19
40
80

120
150
210

(eV)

2.1098
2.1098
2.1094
2.1081
2.0985
2.085
2.074
2.049

Exciton
line width

(meV)

5.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

11.5
16.0
19.0
28.0

18
18
19
40
80

120
150
210

0.72
0.77
0.68
0.55
0.35
0.25
0.20
0.10

n,
(cm 3)

2 X 10'6
2X 10'
2X 10'
2X 10'
2X10'
2X 10'
2 X 20'
2 X 10"

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
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V. CONCLUSIONS
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FIG. 8. Carrier-temperature dependence of the peak intensi-
ty of the line shape obtained from the exciton —free-carrier
(direct electrons and holes) recombination that fits the experi-
mental luminescence spectra of which a few are shown in Fig. 7.
The continuous line is a guide for the eye.

approximation of a nondegenerate case. We remember
that the Mott transition of direct excitons occurs at
n, =1X10' cm

Figure 8 shows the T dependence of the peak intensity
of the emission line obtained from the x-c (direct elec-
trons and holes) recombinations which fit the experimen-
tal PL spectra of Fig. 7. This picture has a shape similar
to the curve x -e "+x-h of Fig. 2 and shows a maximum
at about 40 K. This result is a further support to the x -c
scattering interpretation of the XC line and represents a
good test of the model of Ref. 13, also at low crystal tem-
peratures. The different peak position of the curves in
Figs. 2 and 8 can be due to either the changes of the car-
rier lifetime, or the opening of further nonradiative
recombination channels when T~ varies from 2 to 200 K.

In GaSe there are several experimental evidences (e.g.,
the J dependence, the excitation spectra and the tempera-
ture evolution of the PL spectra) that support the inter-
pretation of the XC emission line, at about 4 meV from
the direct free-exciton recombination, as being due to the
luminescence from an exciton —free-carrier scattering pro-
cess. We applied the theory of Honerlage, Klingshirn,
and Grun' to calculate the scattering probabilities of the
direct excitons with the difFerent carriers (direct elec-
trons, indirect electrons and holes) and we found that the
most probable exciton-carrier scattering process is that
involving the coexistence of direct electron and hole col-
lisions. Another example of this simultaneous contribu-
tion was found for ZnSe. Moreover, we have intro-
duced a mass-action law between free and bound carriers
in the two minima of the conduction band to calculate
the line shape of the exciton-carrier scattering as a func-
tion of temperature. Experimental luminescence spectra
from 2 to 200 K have been fitted and we found a very
good agreement.

We have obtained the polariton factor of GaSe from
the absorption spectra (see Sec. IIB) and we found a
value of 4.3X10 eV, which is much lower than those
of the II-VI compounds [)10 eV (Ref. I)]. This is in
agreement with the small polarizability of the III-VI
semiconductors with respect to that of the II-VI materi-
als. We believe that this work settles the issue of the in-
terpretation of the XC luminescence line on the low-
energy side of the excitonic recombination.
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